You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for CANON EOS 100D. You'll
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size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@Responsive performance, an optical viewfinder, and access to the EOS System of lenses and accessories make the EOS 100D a camera without
compromise Great photography made easy Be spontaneous and enjoy your photography. @@@@Photos from the DIGIC 5 processor are characterised by
their smooth gradation, vibrant colours and natural skin tones. High-ISO, low light photography Capture the atmosphere of an occasion, shooting
spontaneously even in low light conditions. An ISO 100-12800 sensitivity range (extendable to the equivalent of ISO 25600) enables shutter speeds to be used
that are fast enough to eliminate camera shake – the motion blur produced by accidentally moving the camera while taking a picture. The camera’s DIGIC 5
processor helps to minimise digital noise at high ISO settings, maximising image quality and giving you atmospheric pictures you’ll love. Tv (Shutter Speed):
1/50 sec Av (Aperture Value): f/22.0 ISO Speed: 200 Lens: EF-S 17–55mm f/2.8 IS USM Focal length: 28.0mm A wide angle lens and small aperture was
used to pick out every detail of the scene. 5 Small in size, big on design Enjoy the quality, functionality and responsiveness of a DSLR in a body that’s small
enough to take everywhere and anywhere – a tool with which to document your life.
Tv (Shutter Speed): 1/160 sec Av (Aperture Value): f/4.0 ISO Speed: 400 Lens: EF-S 10–22mm f/3.5–4.5 USM Focal length: 15.0mm 6 Photograph your
lifestyle From a child’s first school play to your parents’ wedding anniversary, the EOS 100D captures the atmosphere of any occasion, producing superb
quality photos and Full-HD movies.
It’s a camera you can take with you everywhere, weighing just 407g* and measuring 116.8 x 90.7 x 69.4mm. @@@@@@@@*CIPA standard (including
battery and memory card) EOS 650D The EOS 100D is 25% smaller than the EOS 650D 7 First steps in photography Great photography doesn’t have to be
difficult.
The intuitive touch screen interface and intelligent shooting modes of the EOS 100D makes shooting quick, easy and enjoyable. Scene Intelligent Auto When
you compose a picture with the EOS 100D in Scene Intelligent Auto mode, the camera analyses the subject too, monitoring lighting conditions, colour and
contrast. Even distance information from the camera’s focusing system is taken into account, as is the presence of movement and faces, in Live View mode.
The result: great-looking photography made easy. Colour accuracy helps reproduce skin tones naturally and shooting with the most appropriate aperture,
shutter speed and ISO sensitivity ensures stunning results every time. Scene Intelligent Auto gives you the confidence to be creative. Compose and shoot any
scene knowing that each and every camera setting has been carefully considered and chosen for you. Scene Intelligent Auto: Macro Scene Intelligent Auto:
Sunset 8 Scene Intelligent Auto: Portrait Scene Modes When you are ready to have more creative input into your photography, take your next step with one of
the EOS 100D’s Scene Modes. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@The relatively large size of the EOS 100D’s sensor allows for shallow
depth of field effects while capturing video, and the camera’s ISO 100-12800 sensitivity means that you can capture stunning footage in low light conditions.
Video Snapshot Shoot video as easily and spontaneously as you would a still photo.
Video Snapshot records fixed-length movie clips of 2, 4, or 8 sec and combines them into a single movie file that can be played back in camera or on your
home computer. By keeping the clips relatively short the final footage has a faster, more dynamic feel to it – no complicated editing software required. View
the EOS 100D sample video at the following link: canon-europe.com/EOS_100D 12 Touch screen controls A 7.7cm (3.0”) Clear View II Touch Screen –
similar in operation to that found in a smartphone – provides access to the camera’s menu functions and allows still photo shooting with a single tap.
@@@@@@@@Also included on the EOS Solution disk are other applications that add new functionality to your EOS camera. ImageBrowser EX (Mac and
PC) offers simple download and image browsing, while EOS Utility provides remote and tethered shooting facilities. Picture Style Editor lets photographers
create and edit their own picture styles and upload them to their cameras. Picture Style Editor Image Browser EX PIXMA MG8250 A4 Photo Printer Canon
Photographic Printing Canon’s range of PIXMA inkjet printers allow EOS photographers to make fine-art quality prints at home.
Tiny ink-droplet sizes deliver remarkable image quality and phenomenal levels of detail in borderless print up to A3+ in size. @@@@@@18.0 MP for prints
up to A2 APS-C sized Canon Hybird CMOS AF II sensor 1.6x 4fps 14-bit DIGIC 5 high-performance processor for fine gradation and natural colours Bright
viewfinder with 95% coverage, 0.87x, 19mm.
Pentamirror 30 - 1/4000, B.
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